
Elevate Analysis with Fast, Accurate, 
and Dynamic AI Deposition Summaries

Identify key testimony, enhance strategic decision-making, and allocate more time to critical case 

development.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES: 

 Fully editable in Word format (also 
delivered as a PDF)

 Live table of contents 

 Quick navigation on each page 

 Linked to final transcript 

 Delivered within our secure Client Portal 
for review along with the final transcript 

Quickly distill lengthy transcripts into concise, digestible summaries to increase productivity and accelerate 

case strategy. DepoSummary Pro™ takes care of the heavy lifting by leveraging best-in-class AI technology to 

quickly review hundreds of pages of testimony. The outcome is a thorough and accurate deposition summary, 

complete with multiple layers of summarization for ease of review. Spend less time on manual transcript 

review and more time on strategic case activities.

U.S. Legal Support operates in all 50 states and is licensed where required. Nevada Firm Registration # 067F.

Transcript samples used are for demonstrative purposes only and are from publicly available records.
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TESTIMONY ABSTRACT
The included abstract provides a succinct 

overview of what was covered throughout the 

entire proceeding, including answers to major 

lines of inquiry. 

ORGANIZED INTO KEY 
SECTIONS
Segments of testimony are grouped into key 

sections for a more complete narrative overview.

LINKED PAGE-LINE CITATIONS
Quickly jump to key portions of testimony for 

review within the final, linked transcript

EXPLICIT STATEMENTS & 
REFERENCES
Within each section, admissions and testimony 

are summarized at the page-line level, providing 

direct reference and quick access to each specific 

statement for ease of review. 

BEST-PRACTICE SECURITY
AI utilization adheres to U.S. Legal Support’s 

best practice cybersecurity protocols, 

including SOC 2 Type 2 and HIPAA 

compliance. Your sensitive case and client 

information will not be shared, stored, or used 

by open AI engines to train their models. 

ORDER NOW! EMAIL SCHEDULING@USLEGALSUPPORT.COM
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Nationwide Court Reporting 

Additional Litigation Support Services

 Court reporters familiar with local jurisdictional rules 

and ordinances nationwide 

 Access to 12,000+ on-demand o�ces in 2,700 cities

 Large, spacious conference rooms for multi-party 

depositions

 Remote deposition platforms and hybrid solutions

 SOC 2 Type 2 and HIPAA complaint Client Portal for 

quick scheduling and document review and retrieval

RECORD RETRIEVAL, ANALYSIS, 
AND ORGANIZATION 

We can retrieve the records you need quickly, 

completely, and securely. From business 

documents to medical records, and more, we 

o�er full-service record retrieval, summary, and 

organization assistance.

TRANSFORM YOUR COMPLEX 
INFORMATION INTO EDUCATIONAL 
AND MEMORABLE DEMONSTRATIVE 
EXHIBITS AND TRIAL GRAPHICS FOR 
THE COURTROOM.

We can retrieve the records you need quickly, 

completely, and securely. From business documents to 

medical records, and more, we o�er full-service record 

retrieval, summary, and organization assistance.

INTERPRETING & TRANSLATIONS

With a team of more than 5,000 interpreters fluent 

in 200+ languages and regional dialects, we can 

provide an interpreter with the expertise 

and professional “language” experience your 

cases require. Our translations team o�ers both 

certified and non-certified translations for all 

documents and language pairs.

JURY RESEARCH & CONSULTING

Develop and refine your case strategy through 

mock trials, focus groups, jury research, witness 

preparation, and more.

TRIAL PRESENTATIONS & 
TECHNOLOGY

Our Presentation Specialists (Hot Seat Operators) 

and Trial Technicians are experts at enhancing any 

electronic trial presentation through the use of 

technology. 

TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES

Available for all content and audio file types.  

We can also translate your files at the same time!

Did you know? 
We retrieve over 27 million 

pages of records annually! 
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